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About the Distributed Event Series

Distributed events bring together industry executives, investors and 
decision makers within the burgeoning world of blockchain 
technology. We provide a platform for information sharing and foster 
intimate networking opportunities to enable critical partnership 
development. 
 
Launching in 2016, the Distributed Event Series is recognized within 
the industry as setting the standard for excellence. Past partners for 
Distributed: Health include companies like Accenture, Bloq, Change 
Healthcare, Digital Asset, Deloitte, Ernst & Young, IBM, Nasdaq, 
Tieto, and State Farm. 
 
Distributed Events Are an Opportunity to:

• Raise brand awareness 

• Fundraise or source investments 

• Launch new products or companies 

• Learn about innovative and disruptive technologies
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Distributed: Health is the first conference of its kind, developed 
to bridge the gap between blockchain technologists and the 
healthcare industry. Now in its third year, our event presents an 
opportunity for decision-makers and disruptors to reimagine 
processes and reshape the future of healthcare across the U.S.  

About Distributed: Health

11/3

Hackathon 
Developers and corporate 
innovation teams are challenged 
with building tech to power the 
healthcare infrastructure of the 
future.

11/4 11/5 11/6 11/7

Conference 
A two-day conference for all 
members of the healthcare 
ecosystem including payers, 
providers, law makers, retailers, 
investors and innovators.

Code Camp 
Blockchain experts from 
around the world focus on 
educating enterprise 
architects and developer 
teams.
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The Distributed: Health Hackathon, now in its third year, is the 
largest and most impactful decentralized innovation session in the 
space. Previous Health hackathons have resulted in companies being 
formed and funded and developers getting hired by top companies. 

This is an opportunity for investors to target the newest innovative 
companies or corporate teams to build out R&D departments. We will 
put you in front of the scarcest resource in the industry: talented 
blockchain developers. 

• Introduce 100+ developers to your platform 

• Reach and recruit top talent 

• Raise brand awareness for your project 

• Test an API or use case with fresh eyes and talent 

• Connect with disruptors and innovators

About Hackathon

Distributed hackathons are an opportunity to:
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The fourth iteration of the Distributed Code Camp will feature teams 
from leading blockchain platforms presenting specific architectures 
and use cases while providing hands-on training to enterprise 
developers. 

Attendees will include corporate development teams, architects and 
innovation groups exploring which platforms and technologies are 
best for their organizations, seeking best-in-class blockchain 
partnerships and iterating use cases for their business lines. 

Code Camp is a unique opportunity to: 

• Engage companies that are looking for platform partners to drive 
innovation 

• Introduce 150+ experienced developer teams to your technology 
• Present your product and team as a technology leader 

About Code Camp

Wednesday, November 7 

8:00 a.m.       Registration opens 
9:00 a.m.       Platform presentations 
10:00 a.m.     Application workshops  
12:30 p.m.     Lunch 
1:00 p.m.       Platform presentation 
1:30 p.m.       Application workshops 
4:30 p.m.       Closing challenge 
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What to Expect: Distributed Health

Anticipated attendance  

1,200+ Attendees 

100+  Speakers 

100+ Investors/VCs 

20+ Media Partners

Year over year growth 

2016: 450 (first ever blockchain in 
healthcare event) 

2017: 750 

2018: 1,200 (expected) 

Healthcare representation: 

Payer 
Provider 
Pharma 
HIT 
Revenue cycle 
Supply chain 

Attendee breakdown 

60% Healthcare Executives 

30% Blockchain Infrastructure Providers 

10% Consultants 
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Past Attendees Include:
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Sessions & Programming Include:

Pharmaceutical commercial models 

Clinical pharma 

Streamlining transactions 

Provider identity 

Patient identity 
Interoperability 

Tokenization 

Value-based payment 

Social impact  

Government in blockchain  

Medical records  

Supply chain  
Protecting Data/GDPR Compliance 

Internet of Things 

Daily Schedule At-a-glance: 

8:00–9:00am   |   Registration/Intro to Blockchain 

9:00–9:30am   |   Welcome Remarks/Opening Keynote 

9:30–12:15pm   |    General Sessions  

12:15–1:30pm   |   Lunch/Roundtables 

1:30–3:00pm   |   Technical Sessions 

3:00– 3:30pm   |   Demos 

3:30–5:30pm   |   Main Stage Keynotes 

5:30–6:30pm   |   Networking Reception

This two-day program brings together experts from 
the world of healthcare with leading blockchain 

innovators to discuss real-world use cases within 
one of the most highly regulated industries. 
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Past Speakers

Lori Melichar Dr. Harold PazBrian Behlendorf
Executive Vice President &

Chief Medical Officer CEODirector, Pioneer Portfolio Executive Director

Distributed: Health will 
provide a platform for more 
than 100 healthcare 
innovators and blockchain 
technologists.  
 
Here is a snapshot of past 
speakers as well as a few 
faces who will take the 
stage in November.

Neil de Crescenzo

Jeff Garzik
Co-founder & CEO

Charles Martin
Founder & Chairman  

Andrew Keys
Global Business  

Development

Iliana Oris Valiente
Global Blockchain  
Innovation Lead

Tom SavelDavid HouldingAmanda GoltzDr. Bill Frist
Former U.S. Senator VP, Digital Innovation Principal Healthcare Lead Director,  

Informatics Innovation Unit
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Why Nashville?

Nashville, Tennessee, is one of the largest 
healthcare cities in the world, with nine of the ten largest 
hospital corporations based in the region. Healthcare is 
Nashville’s largest industry, with over 800 companies 
contributing to a $40 billion regional economic impact. 

Additionally, Nashville has a burgeoning fintech scene and 
is one of the fastest-growing cities in the U.S. Between 
world-class music and entertainment, plentiful restaurant 
options and beautiful scenery,  you’ll enjoy your time in 
Music City.
Nashville's healthcare industry by the numbers: 

126,000 healthcare jobs, representing 20% of Nashville’s 
workforce 

$1 billion in venture capital invested in healthcare startups 

Home to 18 publicly-traded healthcare companies



Partner Opportunities

Our conversations with potential partners begin by 
understanding how our events and networks can help 
achieve your specific goals. 

We offer a range of à la carte options to help you build a 
package that meets your needs and your budget. Total 
package spend will place you into a particular 
sponsorship tier.  

Each tier comes with a set of built-in benefits: 

• Diamond Sponsor (inquire for details) 
• Platinum 

• 1 VIP dinner invitation, attendee data, 8 tickets, owner’s box  
• Logo featured on event website, recognized on official program, 

on-site branding 

• Gold 
• Attendee list, 5 tickets, logo featured on event website, on-site 

branding 

• Silver 
• Logo featured on event website, on-site branding

Platinum Gold Silver

•Networking session 

•Cocktail reception 

•Demo presentation 

•Roundtable 

discussion 

• Innovation Hall 

sponsor 

• Private meeting 

room 

• Lanyard 

•Exhibit booth 

•Charging stations 

• Owner’s box 

• Hackathon 

supporter 

• Podcast interview 

• Coffee break

• VIP dinner 

• Executive branding 

package 

• Hackathon title 

sponsor 

• After party package 

• Code Camp title 

sponsor package 

Sample Inventory
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John Riggins 
BTC Media 

 
john@btcmedia.org

For more information or to become a sponsor, 
please reach out and we’ll connect you with a 
relevant team member.

Contact
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Thank you for your consideration.

November 5-6, 2018 
Schermerhorn Symphony Center 

Nashville, TN

health.distributed.com


